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Making transport infrastructure fit for modern mobility by:
üIdentifying R&D&I needs
üFacilitating the coordination of collaborative R&D&I
üPromoting reseach results
üFacilitating the implementation of matured solutions

FEHRL’s Mission
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Deployment is the final goal !!!



Transport infrastructures are the backbone of our 
economy and social cohesion
• 40% of the Active Member States’ resources 

are invested in the infrastructure linked to the 
transport Domain

• +/- 5,5 million kms of roads in Europe, 
representing an 8 000 billion value 

• Direct employment linked to: 5 million

• Indirect employment linked to: 14 million

• European Competitivity (1% increase of the 
Gross National Input (GNI) supported with 
1.5% increase for the transport infrastructures)



Resilience – a major concern worldwide

World Economic Forum – Global risks 2015

• Natural disasters: blizzards, tornadoes, 
floods, hurricanes, wildfires, heat waves, 
earthquakes and other natural hazards…

• Human-induced disasters: acts of terrorism, 
financials crises, social unrest, cyber 
attacks…



From crisis management to resilience

From: 
•FEHRL Scanning Tour 2017 (Jürgen Krieger, BASt
& all)

•EU-US Transportation Research Symposium -
Transport Resilience: Adaptation to Climate 
Change - C. Marolda, October 2016

A resilience system is composed of:
•Reduction in the failure probability,

•Reduction of failure consequences in terms of 
mortality, damage and negative consequences 
on the Economy and the Social system,

•Shortening of the time needed for repairs 
(restoration of a specific system or of a series of 
systems to their ‘normal’ operating level).



Resilience is not just about infrastructure, it is also 
about individuals, communities and institutions



Resilience apprehension will only succeed through 
a proven political commitment

(…) We choose to go to the Moon in this decade
and do the other things, not because they are easy,
but because they are hard; because that goal will
serve to organize and measure the best of our
energies and skills, because that challenge is one
that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling
to postpone, and one we intend to win (…)

John F. Kennedy, 12 September 1962, Rice University Football Stadium
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• 1/3 of FEHRL Members are NRAs
• Cooperation with CEDR

35 top R&D centres in Europe & Worldwide

Active cooperation with
• MoU FEHRL - ECTP
• ERTRAC
• ENCORD
• EAPA & EUROBITUME
• EUPAVE

Regular cooperation with the European 
Union Institutions

NO to one-way thought and unilateral action

YES to Dialogue, Respect, Comprehension, Trust and Engagement

FEHRL – a corner 
stone for Transport 
Infrastructure R&D&I 



Get what is best



Principle results - Preparation
Ø Using Big Data for Smart Roads, Smart Systems and Smart data, 

communication between the Road and its user, vehicule and 
infrastructures

Ø Data confidentiality and data transfer to road users, in real-time
Ø Smart bridges and highways gather a lot of sensory data in real-

time (V2V and V2I)
Ø Use of warning systems covering earthquakes, floodings and droughts

Ø Early warning quickly transfered to the road users
Ø Building emergency exits

Pictures taken at the Weather and Traffic 
Broadcasting studio and KEC Traffic Information 

Centre
Emergency escape facilities –

Tokyo Wan Aqua-line
Tokyo Wan Aqua-

line



Key Results - Robustness

Source: Hanshin 
Expressway Earthquake 
Museum Brochure 2009

Source: Heungbae Gil, Ph.D Research Director, Korea 
Expressway Corporation



Key Results – Recuperation and Adaptation

Recuperations
v Rapid rescue, repairs and recovery following

disasterous events

Adaptation
v Efforts aimed at prevention and lessen the 

impact of future                                           
catastrophes



§ 1st generation - the bridge
§ 2nd generation - the paved road
§ 3rd generation - the smooth road
§ 4th generation - the continuous road/motorways

§ 5th generation - FOREVER Open Road (FOR)

Towards a common VISION
and understanding of research NEEDS



The Forever Open Road

• Integrates innovation in infrastructure, vehicle 
technology and intelligent transport systems 

– the Adaptable Road

– the Automated Road

– the Resilient Road
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• Currently, Europe’s transport systems struggle to cope with
extreme weather events (droughts, heavy rain and snow, storms ..

• Climate change is predicated to increase the frequency and 
severity of extreme weather events

• The entire transport infrastructure will be significantly impacted by 
climate change affecting the way Europe’s transport sector plans, 
constructs and maintains infrastructure in the future

• The cost of not adapting to climate change will be €100 to €250 
billion

Resilient Roadmap - Background



• On the basis that there will be significant impacts from climate
change, the Resilient Roadmap aims to determine how road 
transport infrastructure should adapt to the inevitable changes, 
increasing resilience to the potential effects of climate change.

• The Roadmap sets out the steps required to maintain and improve
the resilience to extreme weather of road transport networks and 
specifically the key Trans-European Network (TEN-T)

Background



Resilience against extreme weather



Torrential rain has severely impacted several parts of northern England. Credit: PA

Aerial view of the flooded area of Orihuela, Alicante, eastern Spain 14 September 2019. EPA/MANUEL LORENZO

Resilience against extreme weather



Roadmaps



Drivers for the Resilient Road

Climate change projections
• A general increase in temperature across Europe,

• Extreme weather events may become more frequent, 
intense and longer lasting

• Vulnerability to climate change varies widely across 
regions:

- In low lying countries with islands and extensive 
coastlines such as Denmark; sea level rise has 
affected land drainage, causing groundwater to 
reach the surface temporarily or permanently, 
causing ‘blue spots’ triggering road closures.



Drivers for the Resilient Road

Potential Impacts of Changing Climate on Transport Infrastructure

Extreme weather events and man-made acts will impact on both the 
infrastructure and network operations, and can be both 
• short term (e.g. surface flooding blocking a road or high winds 

temporarily closing a bridge) or 
• longer term (e.g. significant damage to infrastructure such as a bridge 

collapsing as a result of scour or high river flow).



Drivers for the Resilient Road

Preparation for the use of e-mobility, intelligent driving 
systems

• Advances have pushed forward the development of e-
mobility and intelligent driving systems. 

• This will require central data servers to coordinate all 
information and activities. 

• Increased control and monitoring through, for example, 
sensor systems and intelligent driving systems, will allow 
road operators to implement traffic control measures in 
response to weather events to provide routing information, 
and will also enable vehicles to act as sensors and provide 
information on road and environmental conditions. 



Innovation Themes

• Development and implementation of risk-based methodologies
q Development of risk-based methodologies to assess the vulnerability of 

the road network to extreme weather events

• Development and application of technologies
q Design of resilient drainage systems, soil strengthening and rock 

stabilisation techniques and early warning systems

• Development and introduction of management and adaptation 
strategies
q Development of guidelines for maintaining the expected performance 

levels of infrastructure systems and strategies to cope with disruption 
during extreme weather events



Innovation Themes



Milestones 

Overall Milestone 1 has been 
achieved



Insert the title of your 
presentation here
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Supporting Programmes



Stimulating Other Programmes
Straße im 21. JahrhundertThe 5th Generation Road - FranceExploratory Advanced Research Program – USAFerry Free E39 - Norway



Supporting Projects 



• FEHRL’s scanning tours including a number focusing on resilience
and adaptation to climate change and extreme weather events, 
and in 2016 on ’Infrastructure Resilience’ are intended to facilitate
exchange of knowledge and partnership building.

• Over the next few years, there will be a move towards identigying
existing and developing demonstration projects of technologies.

• An increasing number of external organisations will play an 
important role in the implementation of technologies developed
as a result of the FOR programme

Conclusions
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Thank You


